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Purpose of Succession Planning

• Success by succession planning is an investment that chapter 
leaders recognize as an important strategy in ensuring the long-
term vision of their chapter.  

• Enables your chapter to identify talented members and provide 
education to develop them for future higher level and broader 
responsibilities

A leadership succession strategy is a valuable tool to grow 
future leaders and to ensure continuous development 
within a chapter’s organization.
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JENNThe Purpose of the Webinar today is to familiarize chapters with the benefits of hosting a seminar, the process involved in hosting a successful seminar, and the roles of NIGP chapters and NIGP staffWe hope that you find this information informative and helpful when you prepare your seminar offerings.  



Why plan?
Advanced planning for changes in leadership helps to…

• Identify replacements for leadership roles.
• Shorten the learning curve and prepares incoming     

leaders to be actively involved in their roles upon 
assuming office.

• Minimize risk during transition. 
• Support Chapter sustainability.
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Philosophical approaches to 
Succession Planning

Replacement – Traditional philosophy

• Filling a position after the planned or unplanned departure of a leader
• Who understands what the immediate Chapter organization/program 

needs are, and how to meet those needs/commitments?
• If a person in a key role leaves unexpectedly, who knows how to do that 

function?
• If another officer or key individual moves to take on these additional 

responsibilities, what other parts of the Chapters organization may suffer 
due to lack of, or insufficient attention?
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Philosophical approaches to 
Succession Planning

Leadership Development – Emerging philosophy

• Provides an ongoing strategic approach to talent 
management

• Aids in matching people – skills and abilities – with 
leadership roles. Develops talent over time to step into 
leadership roles when needed.

• Directs appropriate focus on Chapter’s and individual’s 
development.

• Implementing strategies to support these plans.  Crafting a 
communication strategy for internal and external 
stakeholders about the leader development plans will help 
educate, motivate and enroll support for your plans.
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Hosting a chapter seminar provides chapter members with many valuable benefits.  It also promotes vitality within the chapter showing the chapter to be active and progressive in its services and the local voice and leader in public procurement.Hosting seminars provides:Networking opportunities – Bringing a group of members together serves as a platform for discussion and exchange of ideas.  Oftentimes, seminar participants and members hold engaging conversations at break-times and before and after class.  Lots can be learned from these discussions such as where a chapter needs to focus its direction for the future and what issues are important today.Seminars provide educational opportunities to members.  This allows for professional  growth and ensures that members are given knowledge, opportunity and confidence to be their best at what they do.  Hosting seminars portrays the chapter as the vehicle of public procurement knowledge and the promotion of excellence.Hosting a seminar is also a great way to augment a regional conference.  Pairing seminars with trade shows and other events provides ease in program planning and provides attendees with certification /recertification points and CEU’s.  Coupling national programs with a regional conference is a great way to boost attendance as well.



Sustainability Plan

Characteristics:

• Outlines how the process of a planned departure of the leader is to be 
handled

• Ensures chapter knowledge is effectively transferred to new leaders
• Establishes designated backups for various roles. Identify potential leaders 

for future leadership roles. Recruit talent and match it to the right job.
• Understand the key functions, roles and relationships within the Chapter
• Cross train the designated backups.
• Document the plans and succession policy
• Communicate the plan
• Revisit/refresh the plan annually

Allows for successful change(s) in leadership so the chapter 
can continue to fulfill its mission in a changing environment.
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NIGP encourages that you plan your education 8-12 months out.  This also you have plenty of time to market seminars, great chance that NIGP will be able to find and guarantee speakers.  If you want o schedule a class that just pops up or want to add to your already planned year it is due 45 days prior to the start date of the seminar.  The begin this process you need to fill out the Seminar Request Logistic Form.  This form has been updated.  The request and logistic part have been combined, as well as this form will show you all the seminar pricing, seminar topics, length of the seminars as well as the minimum number of students for each class.  The Request part needs to be filled out first.



Emergency Backup Plan

Characteristics:

• Understanding the key functions, roles and relationships within the 
Chapter

• Designates backup coverage in case of an unplanned absence
• Cross train the designated backups.
• Document the plans and succession policy
• Communicate the plan
• Revisit/refresh the plan annually

Prepares chapter for an unexpected transition
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Choose a date that doesn’t conflict with a holiday, or school closings.  Have a calendar with you as you select dates.Choose dates that begin on Monday or end on Friday.  This is to help with maximum participation and control cost for the participants.Budget - It is wise to prepare a budget for your event so that you can ensure you cover your costs.  If hosting at a hotel, be sure to identify costs for room rental, catering, and audio/visual materials.  Check around at different locations to compare costs.  NIGP pays for the seminar materials, the delivery of materials and the instructor’s travel, lodging and professional fee.  Location- The location  of your seminar should be in an area that is convenient for you attendees and is close to public transportation and area hotels.  Some chapters have been able to save significant dollars be holding seminars in rental free areas such as agency training facilities, public libraries etc.Marketing- It may be a good idea  to offer a two tired fee structure to encourage participants to register early and guarantee the course will take placeIt is recommended that announcements go out no later than 3 months from the start ate.  Chapter email and mail lists and chapter website postings are probably the most efficient methods for announcing  your event.  NIGP will also list the event two on the NIGP website. Room setup: Talk to the instructor regarding room setup and equipment needs.  Since most of the seminars involve group interaction, the room set up may require more than traditional classroom setting and various a/v requirements such as LCD projectors, flip charts and markers, etc.  The room dimensions should accommodate the number of participants comfortably.Refreshments: While refreshments are not required, it is suggested that a continental breakfast (pastries juice coffee) be provided each morning.  Most chapters do not provide lunch but some have been known to and can build it into the registration fee. Be sure to communicate what is provided in your marketing pieceOn-site support: The chapter will need to assign a representative to be the on-site coordinator.  There are specific duties that are required that are not done by the instructor.  Please make plans to have an onsite representative available during the seminar..



Effective Succession Planning

• Identifies three (3) years succession
• Outlines information transfer
• Includes contingency planning
• Includes mentoring
• Instills enthusiasm and fun
• Has support from past leaders
• Draws from a pool of qualified, credible candidates

Succession planning should be implemented with your chapter’s strategic 
plan in mind, providing the opportunity to identify upcoming needs and 
create training and developmental opportunities before the chapter’s 
leadership needs become urgent.



Obstacles to effective 
succession planning

• Competing obligations, time, resources
• Life changes – family commitments, job changes, transfers
• Not enough of you to go around…leaders wearing multiple hats
• Waiting until the last minute and filling positions according to old 

standards of practice—moving officers up the ranks instead of looking 
for the right fit

• Recycling of chapter leaders
• Lack of training
• Lack of employer support
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PatriceThe first step in scheduling NIGP seminars is to complete the seminar request/ logistics form Simply indicate the desired date of the seminar, keeping in mind national holidays.  You may also request specific instructors but not all instructors are eligible to instruct specific classes or that particular instructor may not be available on the desired date.  NIGP will make every effort to accommodate requested dates but seminars are not confirmed until chapters are notified in writing by NIGP’s events coordinatorChapters are encouraged to submit requests for the entire year which will also allow for sufficient planning and promotion.  NIGP will list chapter sponsored seminars on the NIGP website once confirmed.  NIGP will accept additional seminars requests throughout the year but requests must be a minimum of 45 days in advance of the requested start date to coordinate logistics issues with the instructor and to order seminar materialsThis is something that has changed please submit logistics forms at the time of your request. This form provides necessary information for seminar material delivery and other logistical information



Tips for succession planning

• Establish the use of a chapter activity calendar; build routines into the 
chapter fiscal year

• Maximize new member communication tools; establish a talent pool 
survey 

• Hold officer elections in advance to increase new officer training and 
mentoring transition time

Integrate actions and beliefs into routine operations to ensure it 
becomes habitual success.
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Where to begin
Utilize NIGP’s Chapter Leadership Succession Planning Toolkit 
and Online Resource Guide to help build and maintain healthy, 
active chapters.

• Publish officer, board, and committee descriptions and responsibilities
• Promote leadership opportunities often
• Engage members in leadership roles for special projects, and events
• Provide ample short-term volunteer opportunities; delegate to different 

people as often as possible
• Encourage humor; make leadership fun!
• Identify talent pool and maintain a list of potential leaders
• Encourage attendance at NIGP’s Free Chapter Webinars and Chapter 

Leadership Symposium
• Formally acknowledge volunteer and leadership efforts
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